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- **Ancient World Online (AWOL):** [http://ancientworldonline.blogspot.com/](http://ancientworldonline.blogspot.com/)
  Includes EANES and Classics. Check out the AWOL Index and the Open Access Journals in Ancient Studies lists for the vast amount of open access material available in your subject.


- **Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (cdli):** [https://cdli.ucla.edu/](https://cdli.ucla.edu/)
The cdli provides a vast database of objects with cuneiform inscriptions as well as a myriad of links and information pivotal for ANES.

- **Egyptology Resources:** [https://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/er/index.html](https://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/er/index.html)
Amongst others the site comprises news, digs, institutions and museums, email lists, societies, FAQs, newsgroups etc.
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- **Giza Archives Project**: [http://gizapyramids.org/static/html/library.jsp](http://gizapyramids.org/static/html/library.jsp)
The Giza Digital Library provides freely accessible monographs, articles, and manuscripts on the Giza Necropolis.

- **Hethitologie Portal Mainz**: [https://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/HPM/index.php](https://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/HPM/index.php)
Portal for Hittitology based at the University of Mainz, listing bibliographies, projects, photo collections, eresources and news.

- **Open Richly Annotated Cuneiform Corpus (ORACC)**: ORACC is a collaborative effort to develop a complete corpus of cuneiform whose rich annotation and open licensing support the next generation of scholarly research. Comprises a very useful project list. Firefox is the recommended browser.

- **Oriental Institute Chicago**: [https://oi.uchicago.edu/](https://oi.uchicago.edu/)
Information about its collection, publications (inc electronic), video clips of lectures, library & archive and excavations.
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- **Propylaeum DOK**: [http://archiv.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/propylaeumdoc/](http://archiv.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/propylaeumdoc/)
  Heidelberg University repository for ancient cultures, inc EANES.

- **Trismegistos**: [https://www.trismegistos.org/](https://www.trismegistos.org/)
  An interdisciplinary portal of papyrological and epigraphical resources formerly Egypt and the Nile valley (800 BC-AD 800), now expanding to the Ancient World in general. Being a metadata database its focus is on providing information about texts, not the transliterated text itself. Often Trismegistos will have a link to a database where you can find the full text.

- **Electronic Tools and Ancient Near Eastern Archives (ETANA)**: [http://www.etana.org/abzubib](http://www.etana.org/abzubib)
  A once useful tool for EANES, most of the links are currently broken.
Bibliographies - ANES

There is no comprehensive online bibliography for ANES. All existing online bibliographies for this subject cover philology.

- **Keilschrift Bibliography Online (KeiBi):**
  

  Due to copyright the current issue of *Orientalia* can only be added in the following year.

- **Bibliography of Sumerian literature:**
  
  [http://cdli.ox.ac.uk/wiki/doku.php?id=bibliography_ofsumerian_literature](http://cdli.ox.ac.uk/wiki/doku.php?id=bibliography_ofsumerian_literature)

- **Hethitische Bibliografie:**
  
  [http://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/hetbib/hetbib_abfrageF.php](http://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/hetbib/hetbib_abfrageF.php)

- **Systematik zur Hethitischen Bibliographie:**
  
  [https://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/hetbibsys/obsah.php](https://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/hetbibsys/obsah.php)

- A useful tool for monitoring new publications in ANES is **Recent publications in Assyriology**, covering all aspects of the subject. It can be found at:
  
  [http://cdli.ox.ac.uk/wiki/doku.php?id=recent_publications](http://cdli.ox.ac.uk/wiki/doku.php?id=recent_publications)
Bibliographies - Egyptology

- **Online Egyptological Bibliography (OEB):**
The OEB holds the largest available collection of references in Egyptological literature and is updated nearly every day. The Sackler Library subscribes to this resource and you need to sign in to SOLO in order to access it.

- **Digital Topographical Bibliography (TopBib):**
http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk//index.html
Seven volumes of the *Topographical Bibliography* listing all known sites in Egypt together with their bibliographic references are now on open access. As a trial a section on Royal Statues from vol. 8 has been included together with the new references from books published since this volume came out.
Dictionaries for ANES

  Open access Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (CAD).

  Check the technical requirements to run eCHD on your laptop.

- **eDiAna**: [https://www.ediana.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/](https://www.ediana.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/)
  Digital Philological-Etymological Dictionary of the Minor Ancient Anatolian Corpus Languages.
Dictionaries & Encyclopaedias

Egyptology

- **Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae (TLA):**
  [http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla/servlet/S05?d=d001&h=h001](http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla/servlet/S05?d=d001&h=h001)

  It is the purpose of the TLA to make available, in the form of a virtual dictionary, a new and, within Egyptology novel, tool for lexicographic research into the Egyptian language. In this sense, the project closely follows both purpose and method of the comprehensive *Wörterbuch der ägyptischen Sprache*, which Adolf Erman inaugurated at the Prussian Academy of Sciences in 1897. Log on as guest.

- **UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology (UEE):**
  [https://uee.cdh.ucla.edu/welcome/](https://uee.cdh.ucla.edu/welcome/)

  The UEE is an international cooperative project to provide high quality peer reviewed information on ancient Egypt. It is a resource in development and is growing steadily. Requires to set up your profile.
Mailing lists

- **AGADE Mailing List**: [https://www.sbl-site.org/agade.html](https://www.sbl-site.org/agade.html)
  Owned by Jack M. Sasson, the Mary Jane Werthan Professor of Judaic and Biblical Studies at Vanderbilt University. Contains daily EANES posts about excavations, publications, people, blogs.

- **AWOL**: [http://ancientworldonline.blogspot.com/](http://ancientworldonline.blogspot.com/)
  Daily posts about EANES material on open access.

  Moderated scholarly weekly mailing list for mainstream Egyptology. A section is dedicated to information about Egyptological publications on open access.
Keep an eye on both EANES LibGuides which are under development.
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